
The Marinello Laghetti nature reserve protect parts of the Gulf of Patti and surrounding vast sandy beaches

that encloses brackish coastal lakes of warm and crystal clear waters. Due to its eco systemic fragility is the

whole area protected since 1998, and managed by the regional province of Messina, extends over an area

of approximately 378 ha.

The Marinello lagoon area subject to impressive morphological variations that modify the beach line and

create semi-permanent or semi-permanent coastal ponds represents a remarkable system of single-lane

coastline (flches) along the Sicilian-tyrrhenian coast. the formation of ponds and their persistence

attributable to the contagious and concurrent action of tectonic (soil movements) and weather-marine

conditions. coastal transport and the accumulation of sandy-gravel materials are due to a rare phenomenon

resulting from a deepening of the seabed in the presence of a strong incidence of dominant sea waves.







The Marinello lagoon area subject to impressive 

morphological variations that modify the beach line and 

create semi-permanent or semi-permanent coastal 

ponds represents a remarkable system of single-lane 

coastline (flches) along the Sicilian Tyrrhenian coast. The 

formation of ponds and their persistence attributable to 

the contagious and concurrent action of tectonic (soil 

movements) and weather-marine conditions. Coastal 

transport and the accumulation of sandy-gravel 

materials are due to a rare phenomenon resulting from 

a sudden deepening of the seabed in the presence of a 

strong incidence of dominant sea waves. The origin of 

semi- existing permanent named Marinello, Tonnara and 

Green Mergolo, located close to the rocky wall, dates 

back to about 100 years ago, after 1877, the date of 

the survey of the Naval Hydrographic Institute in which 

sand formation was non-existent. 



The evolutionary trend of the lagoon system seems to proceed towards a 

progressive isolation from the sea with the passage of fauna and flora associations 

from the marine environment to the salty environment. The structural complexity of 

the area determines, along with the progressive confinement from the sea, the 

hydrobiological diversification of the ecosystem found in each basin with the 

highlighting of numerous endemic or rare species including Phyllopodopsillus pauli, 

Buenia affinis, Ruppia marittima, Halophila stipulacea mm. The Marinello Lagoon 

Reserve is one of the few coastal areas characterized by a wide variety of 

environments and a somewhat rich and varied vegetation. Along the sandy coast it 

is possible to observe a pioneer vegetation dominated by Mediterranean pork 

(Hyparrhenia hirta) and helichrysum italicum (Helichrysum italicum), where they find 

particularly rare species such as the Echinops spinosissimum and the shingles of 

brackish water the coastal flora (Schoenoplectus litoralis). On rocks, the rupture 

vegetation is rich in rare species and precious endemics such as the Centaurea 

seguenzae, the rowan carnation (Dianthus rupee), whitish cabbage (Brassica 

incana), the erucaste (Erucastrum virgatum), and Scabiosa cretica, giving a coastal 

landscape this rare beauty. Along the slopes that descend from the highest cliffs to 

the sea, the Mediterranean scrub with the lentiscus (Pistacia lentiscus) , the alder 

(Rhamnus alternus), the Mediterranean honeysuckle (Lonicera implexa) and above

all the arborescence euphorbia (Euphorbia dendroides). On the upper planks, near

the archaeological area, grows the rare autumn mandrake (Mandragora

autumnalis). 





Marinello’s lagoons, a peculiar damp environment, located along one of Europe’s most important migratory routes, are 

a safe landing for hundreds of different species of birds, from the small one weighing only 12 grams to the elegant 

white stork from the ” wing opening of more than two meters. These wetlands with overlying sub-vertical rock walls 

represent an elite habitat for the nesting of numerous bird varieties including the kestrel, the imperial crow, the rare 

pilgrim falcon, the eagle’s eye and the dung, small birds typical of the Mediterranean macchia.



Sicily has a warmer Mediterranean climate, 

with temperature and weather controlled by 

the warmth of the Mediterranean Sea as 

well as its proximity to the equator. Sea 

temperatures around Sicily range from 

around 15.5 degrees C in the winter to 

approximately 27 degrees C in the summer. 

The constant tepid temperatures of the 

waters have formed the rich sea beds and 

habitats for all kinds of unique marine life, 

making Marinello a stunning nature reserve. 

There are a large variety of environments in 

the park: from salt lakes and deposits 

environments to coastal sands, steep slopes 

and high areas overlooking the sea.



The area of Marinello and Tindari has a complex history dating as far back as 3,000 BC. One of the unique 

archeologically significant sights held inside the park is the old Sanctuary that is well worth a visit: it is home to 

a statue of the Black Madonna from the 8th-9th century, which arrived here on a ship, escaping the eastern 

Orient’s iconoclastic persecutions. 

tells that the lagoon was created 

after a pilgrim who came to see 

the Madonna refused to pray to 

the Madonna because she was 

black. The woman accidentally 

dropped her baby into the 

ocean and the Madonna made 

the land rise to save the baby. 

The sands of Marinello have 

taken shape of the profile of the 

Madonna. 



Tyndaris was situated on a bold and lofty hill standing out as a promontory into the spacious bay of the Tyrrhenian Sea bounded 

by the Punta di Milazzo on the east, and the Capo Calavà on the west. It was a Greek city, having been founded by the elder 

Dionysius in 396 BC. The original settlers were the remains of the Messenian exiles, who had been driven from Peloponnese by 

the Spartans after the Peloponnesian War. The ancient site of Tyndaris is in ruins now, but the name is retained by a church, which 

crowned the most elevated point of the hill on which the city formerly stood, and is called the Madonna di Tindaro. It is c. 180 m 

above the sea-level, and forms a conspicuous landmark to sailors. Considerable ruins of the ancient city are still visible. Remains 

of the ancient city walls, the theatre and two gates of the city are also still distinctly to be traced. 





https://www.lovingsicily.it/en/directory/riserva-naturale-di-marinello/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tindari

https://www.lovingsicily.it/en/directory/riserva-naturale-di-marinello/

